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Behavioral/Cognitive

Lesions to Caudomedial Nidopallium Impair Individual
Vocal Recognition in the Zebra Finch

Kevin Yu,1* William E. Wood,1* Leah G. Johnston,2 and Frederic E. Theunissen1,3,4
1Helen Wills Neuroscience Institute, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley California 94720, 2Herbert Wertheim School of Optometry and
Vision Science, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley California 94720, 3Departments of Psychology, and 4Integrative Biology, University of
California, Berkeley, Berkeley California 94720

Many social animals can recognize other individuals by their vocalizations. This requires a memory system capable of map-
ping incoming acoustic signals to one of many known individuals. Using the zebra finch, a social songbird that uses songs
and distance calls to communicate individual identity (Elie and Theunissen, 2018), we tested the role of two cortical-like
brain regions in a vocal recognition task. We found that the rostral region of the Cadomedial Nidopallium (NCM), a second-
ary auditory region of the avian pallium, was necessary for maintaining auditory memories for conspecific vocalizations in
both male and female birds, whereas HVC (used as a proper name), a premotor areas that gates auditory input into the vocal
motor and song learning pathways in male birds (Roberts and Mooney, 2013), was not. Both NCM and HVC have previously
been implicated for processing the tutor song in the context of song learning (Sakata and Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2020). Our
results suggest that NCM might not only store songs as templates for future vocal imitation but also songs and calls for per-
ceptual discrimination of vocalizers in both male and female birds. NCM could therefore operate as a site for auditory memo-
ries for vocalizations used in various facets of communication. We also observed that new auditory memories could be
acquired without intact HVC or NCM but that for these new memories NCM lesions caused deficits in either memory capacity
or auditory discrimination. These results suggest that the high-capacity memory functions of the avian pallial auditory system
depend on NCM.

Key words: auditory cortex; auditory memory; auditory pallium; individual recognition; voice neuron; voice recognition

Significance Statement

Many aspects of vocal communication require the formation of auditory memories. Voice recognition, for example, requires a
memory for vocalizers to identify acoustical features. In both birds and primates, the locus and neural correlates of these
high-level memories remain poorly described. Previous work suggests that this memory formation is mediated by high-level
sensory areas, not traditional memory areas such as the hippocampus. Using lesion experiments, we show that one secondary
auditory brain region in songbirds that had previously been implicated in storing song memories for vocal imitation is also
implicated in storing vocal memories for individual recognition. The role of the neural circuits in this region in interpreting
the meaning of communication calls should be investigated in the future.

Introduction
Successful vocal interactions often require individuals to recog-
nize the identity of another vocalizer. This vocal-based individual
recognition requires the brain to store memories of known indi-
viduals and to map the acoustic features of a sound to one of
potentially hundreds of known individuals (Tibbetts and Dale,
2007; Carlson et al., 2020). The zebra finch is a social songbird
that uses at least two vocalization types among its repertoire, the
song and distance call (DC), to signal vocalizer identity (Zann,
1996; Elie and Theunissen, 2016). These two call types have acous-
tic signatures that are unique to each individual and stereotyped
within an individual (D’Amelio et al., 2017; Elie and Theunissen,
2018). We have previously shown that zebra finches have a large-
capacity memory for recognizing conspecific vocalizers based on
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their acoustic signatures and that those auditory memories are
learned quickly and can persist for several weeks (Yu et al., 2020).
How and where are these memories formed, stored, and retrieved
in the brain?

Studies in humans and primates have shown that sensory corti-
cal regions, including auditory association cortex, are involved in
the memory and classification of behaviorally relevant sounds
(Weinberger, 2004; Perrodin et al., 2011), including features
required for voice recognition in humans (Formisano et al.,
2008). One region of the avian forebrain thought to be analo-
gous to auditory association cortex is NCM (caudomedial nido-
pallium; Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006; Bolhuis et al., 2010). NCM
has been indirectly implicated in memory and recognition of
the tutor song through immediate early gene studies (Mello et
al., 1995; Bolhuis et al., 2001) and stimulus-specific habituation
(Chew et al., 1995) in adult birds, and changes in neural tuning
(Phan et al., 2006; Yanagihara and Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2016) and
pharmacological inactivations (London and Clayton, 2008;
Pagliaro et al., 2020) in juvenile birds. In more direct evidence,
pharmacological disruption of NCM during a learning task using
pure tones reduces learning rate but not final performance, sug-
gesting a role in association learning but not memory retrieval
(Macedo-Lima and Remage-Healey, 2020). Lesions to NCM, in
contrast to the manipulations cited above, have not been shown
to affect song imitation learning (Canopoli et al., 2014, 2016,
2017), although lesions do impair song recognition when assayed
with a tutor song preference test (Gobes and Bolhuis, 2007) and
also prevent the restoration of normal adult song pitches follow-
ing reinforcement-induced pitch changes (Canopoli et al., 2014).

Given its potential role in storing auditory memories, we inves-
tigated the role of NCM in the vocalizer identification task. We
trained male and female zebra finches in an operant task that
tested individual vocal recognition of several vocalizers using play-
backs of songs and DCs. In previous work, we had shown that ze-
bra finches excel at this task, forming long-lasting memories for
vocal signature of new vocalizers very rapidly, requiring fewer
than 10 exposures. Their memory capacity is large as they can
remember up to 50 distinct vocal signatures simultaneously (Yu et
al., 2020). We postulated that pairing NCM lesions with the vocal-
izer identification task might reveal nuances of the involvement of
NCM in the acquisition and retrieval of auditory memories. We
assessed whether bilateral neurotoxic lesions to NCM affected the
ability to recall previously learned vocal signatures and to learn a
new set of vocal signatures (i.e., from different birds). By analyzing
task performance during the initial exposures to vocal signatures
before and after lesion, we distinguished between the recall of
previously learned vocal signatures and the learning or relearning
of those vocal signatures. We also compared the effect of NCM
lesions with lesions of the song nucleus HVC (used as a proper
name). HVC has been shown in many studies to play an essential
role in the generation of the complex motor pattern needed for
song production (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Long and Fee, 2008). We
found that lesions to NCM impair the ability of zebra finches to
recall previously learned vocal signatures but not necessarily their
ability to learn and discriminate between those calls. In contrast,
lesions of HVC do not seem to have any effect on retrieval of audi-
tory memories nor the learning of new vocal signatures in the vo-
calizer identification task.

Materials and Methods
Ethics statement
Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley;

protocol number AUP-9157) following the guidelines of the National
Institutes of Health and the Association for Assessment and Accreditation
of Laboratory Animal Care International.

Animals
Twenty-one adult domesticated zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata (13
male, 8 female), raised in our laboratory colony were used in these
experiments. Before the experiments, the birds were housed in large
aviaries where they interacted with many other adult and young conspe-
cifics. The birds were divided into the following experimental groups:
NCM (n = 10; 5 male, 5 female), HVC (n = 7; 5 male, 2 female), and
Control (n = 4; three male, 1 female). In addition, we excluded a single
male bird before performing the lesion procedure because he failed to
learn the operant conditioning task in typical delays (;1week). Three
additional birds were trained but died during the surgical procedure.

Experimental design
In a baseline training phase, each bird was trained in an operant task to
recognize the song and distance call of several conspecifics using the pro-
cedure described in our previous work (Yu et al., 2020). In brief, subjects
were trained to trigger short (6 s) playbacks of distance call stimuli (DC)
or song stimuli (Song) from vocalizers associated with rewarded (Re) and
nonrewarded (NoRe) outcomes (Fig. 1B; see below, Song and distance call
stimuli). Birds learn to terminate NoRe trials through key pecks, which
increase reward rate by immediately skipping to the next trial (see below,
Operant conditioning). Task performance was measured by comparing
the tendency for a subject to interrupt NoRe playbacks to their tendency
to interrupt Re playbacks. This quantity was represented by an odds ratio
(OR), that is, the odds of interrupting a NoRe trial, p(int|NoRe)/(1 – p(int|
NoRe)), divided by the odds of interrupting a Re trial, p(int|Re)/(1 – p(int|
Re)). An OR significantly .1 indicates successful task performance,
whereas a score of one indicates performance at chance level.

Training on a stimulus set (S1) during this prelesion learning phase
took place over 5 d, with the size of the stimulus set increasing each day,
up to 16 vocal signatures total, 8 Re and 8 NoRe (see Fig. 3A; Table 1).
We refer to these learning procedures using an increasing number of
vocal signatures as a “learning ladder.” On day 1 (d1) the learning ladder
begins with playbacks from songs or calls from one Re vocalizer and one
NoRe vocalizer [one vs one (1v1)], then increases to playbacks of four Re
and 4 NoRe (4v4) vocalizers on the second day. When the set size
increases beyond 4v4, additional stimuli are introduced gradually, first
with a day of 6v6-d1 for DC or 8v8-d1 for Song, during which novel
stimuli are presented three times more frequently than previously
learned stimuli, followed by 6v6-d2 for DC and 8v8-d2 for Song, during
which all stimuli of one reward contingency were played at equal rates.

After bilateral lesions to NCM, HVC, or sham lesions in controls, birds
were then retested on these previously experience stimulus sets [Set 1
(S1)] in a postlesion recall phase. Here, one session of 1v1 was used to ver-
ify that the birds were still capable of doing the task (Fig. 1, method; see
Fig. 11, results) followed immediately by two sessions of the full 6v6-d2/
8v8-d2. Finally, during the postlesion learning phase, subjects were trained
to recognize a novel set of vocal signatures, Set 2 (S2), that they had not
been exposed to before lesion. The postlesion learning of S2 followed the
same schedule as the prelesion learning phase. Distance call sets and Song
sets were not mixed but were tested in separate ladders within S1 and S2.

Operant conditioning
Detailed descriptions of the operant task and apparatus can be found in
Elie and Theunissen (2018) and Yu et al. (2020). In brief, subjects were
placed in an operant chamber set up with a speaker, food hopper, water
bowl, and backlit pecking key (Med Associates). Subjects were tasked
with discriminating between a set of Re and NoRe individuals based on
the playback of their vocalizations. Subjects initiated trials by pecking on
the backlit key, which triggers a 6 s stimulus playback (Fig. 1B). After 6 s,
stimulus playback ends, and either nothing happens (NoRe trial), or a
reward is given by raising the food hopper for 12 s (Re trial).
Alternatively, a subject may peck the key at any time during the 6 s play-
back period to terminate the trial and begin a new trial with a random
stimulus. In this case, no food reward will be given regardless of whether
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the initial trial was Re or NoRe. To maximize the rate at which reward is
received in a session, subjects learn to skip stimuli that are recognized as
NoRe to avoid the full waiting period and move on to the next trial.
By design, 20% of trials are rewarded, whereas 80% of trials are not
rewarded.

Between sessions, subjects are food restricted with access to water
but limited seed to maintain motivation. Subjects were weighed before
and after every test session, and seed consumed in a daily session was
measured and supplemented at the end of day such that the birds main-
tained their weight within 10% of their weight at the start of the experi-
ment. Daily handling of subjects did not seem to affect the motivation of
the birds or ability to do the task once they became comfortable with the
experiment chamber. Once trained, birds were able to get all their daily
food allowance (2� g/day) during the testing period.

The birds learn to use the apparatus during a shaping session that
lasts;1week. During the shaping session, the bird first learns to associ-
ate pecking of the key with sounds from a Re vocalizer and food reward,
followed by a gradual increase in presentations of a NoRe vocalizer. The
initial shaping task involves the discrimination of two clearly distinct
song stimuli. We have also performed control experiments, clearly show-
ing that the apparatus is not providing any extraneous clues that the
birds could use to distinguish Re from NoRe trials (Elie and Theunissen,
2018).

Song and distance call stimuli
Audio recordings of Song and DC stimuli originated from multiple labs
and were described in Yu et al. (2020). Song vocalization recordings
were from 32 male zebra finches from the Theunissen laboratory at UC
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Figure 1. Zebra finch auditory and vocal motor pathways, task structure, and lesion images. A, Diagram of the zebra finch auditory pathways in blue (solid) and vocal motor pathways in
red (dashed). B, Task diagram for behavioral conditioning. Subjects initiate trials and hear a 6 s stimulus playback of a rewarded or nonrewarded vocalizer. At the end of the playback, subjects
will either receive a food reward or nothing. The subject can peck again during the playback (Interrupt) to terminate the trial and begin a new trial. Interrupting allows the bird to get rewards
more rapidly if it mostly interrupts nonrewarded stimuli. Note that if a trial is interrupted, the bird does not gain information on whether the stimulus is rewarded or nonrewarded. C, D, Nissl-
stained images of NCM and HVC lesions. Cb, Cerebellum; RA, robust nucleus of the arcopallium. Red dotted line indicates the approximate extent of the lesion. Details on injection coordinates,
injection protocols, lesion sizes, and off-target lesions for all birds and all injections sites can be found in Extended Data Tables 1-1 and 1-4.
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Berkeley, the Perkel laboratory at the University of Washington,
and the Leblois laboratory at the Bordeaux Neurocampus in
France. DC vocalizations came from 24 zebra finches (12 male and
12 female), all from our colony at UC Berkeley. Vocalizations used
as stimuli were recorded as part of previous experiments in the lab-
oratory, and the vocalizers were unknown to the subjects in the
present study. The 12 male DCs were produced by a subset of the
males also used in the song stimulus set; however, reward associa-
tions were randomized (seven had switched reward contingency,
five the same). Previous work has shown that it is unlikely that zebra
finches can generalize vocalizer identity from one call type to another (Elie
and Theunissen, 2018); thus, for the purposes of this study the DC and
Song stimuli recorded from the same males are treated as separate individ-
ual vocal signatures. However, it is possible that these songs may include
some acoustic elements that resemble the DC.

For each individual vocalizer used as a stimulus in the task, we pre-
pared 10 unique stimulus files composed of calls or song motifs from
that individual. In this article, we use the term “vocalizer” to refer to the
collection of 10 unique stimulus files of calls or song motifs from the
same individual, as opposed to “rendition,” which refers to a single stim-
ulus file of the 10. These multiple renditions were used so that specific
extraneous acoustic features of a particular stimulus file irrelevant to
encoding vocalizer identity (e.g., length, intensity, and background
noise) could not be used as a reward cue. In Yu et al. (2020), we showed
that birds generalized their behavior over the 10 renditions from the
same individual, and so our analyses of task performance in this study
are done at the vocalizer level.

Song stimuli were constructed by combining three sampled motifs
from one individual, whereas DC stimuli were constructed by combin-
ing six sampled DCs. Most introductory notes were removed from song
motifs to avoid great variability in stimulus duration. Each DC sampled
consisted of a single call or in some cases a pair of calls if the vocalizer
did not normally produce single, isolated distance calls. These examples
were arranged with pseudorandom intervals such that the duration of
the file would be exactly 6 s long. Amplitudes of the audio files were then
normalized within stimuli of the same type, that is, Songs or DCs, and
played such that the average sound pressure level was ;70dB as meas-
ured by a handheld dB meter in the center of the operant chamber.
Example spectrograms of stimulus playback files can be found in our
previous work (Yu et al., 2020).

Prelesion and postlesion training and testing
The full stimulus sets in these experiments included playbacks of the
songs of 16 different vocalizers or the distance calls of 12 different vocal-
izers. Our learning ladder procedure, described above (and summarized
in Table 1), is designed to gradually introduce playbacks from more
vocalizers to a subject each day and thus quantify learning rates and
memory capacity. This learning ladder was performed before lesion or
sham surgeries for songs and DC separately (Song S1 and DC S1) and
postlesion on a novel set of vocal signatures for songs and DC separately
(Song S2 and DC S2). In addition, postlesion birds were retested soon

after lesion on the recall of the S1 vocal signatures learned in the prele-
sion training. Stimulus sets are summarized in Table 2.

Lesions
Surgery. Following the behavioral tests of S1, subjects received either

bilateral NCM lesions (n = 10, 5 males, 5 females), bilateral HVC lesions
(n = 7; 5 males, 2 females), or sham lesions (n = 4; 3 males, 1 female).
Birds were food deprived for 1 h before anesthesia and orally adminis-
tered 0.5mg/kg meloxicam as analgesic. For the anesthesia, birds were
induced at 2–4% isoflurane and maintained at ;1% isoflurane. For the
surgery, the anesthetized birds lay on a heated sling with their head fixed
using a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments). A subcutaneous injec-
tion of lidocaine was administered, and head feathers removed. An inci-
sion along the midline was made and the skin retracted. A craniotomy
was performed over each hemisphere around the desired injection coor-
dinates using a dental drill. The midsagittal sinus was identified as the
stereotaxic zero coordinate. A glass micropipette with tip diameter 25–
40 mm was lowered using a hydraulic micromanipulator. Bilateral exci-
totoxic lesions were made using 2% N-methyl-DL-aspartic acid (NMA)
solution (six NCM birds) or 0.7% ibotenic acid (four NCM birds, seven
HVC birds) dissolved in PBS. Stereotaxic coordinates for NCM and
HVC were taken from the existing literature and adjusted based on our
own histologic verification of lesioning outcomes. Each injection at one
coordinate (medial/lateral, rostral/caudal) was performed at either one
or two depths. The pipette was first lowered to the deepest injection site,
and solution was released in many small puffs (4–12 nl) using the
Nanoject II system (Drummond Scientific). The pipette was left in place
for 5min after each site before retraction to the next injection site or out
of the brain. The stereotaxic coordinates used for each bird are fully
described in Extended Data Tables 1-1 and 1-2. The method of sham
lesion varied in the Control group. In two Control subjects, dye was
injected using the same coordinates used for the NCM group. A third
Control was originally in the NCM group, but the lesion was found to be
exceptionally small, most likely because of a clogged pipette during sur-
gery. A fourth Control was originally in the HVC group and targeted
with ibotenic acid, but the lesion was found to be off target in both hemi-
spheres. At the conclusion of surgery, craniotomies were covered with
Kwik-Cast, the surface sealed with Vetbond, and Bacitracin ophthalmic
ointment was applied to prevent infection.

After the operation, subjects were returned to their home cages with
food provided ad libitum. Recovery time varied by subject and ranged
from 2 full days to 7 full days (mean = 4.8 d). After recovery, subjects
continued with the operant task starting with the re test of stimulus sets
S1 as described above (see Fig. 3A).

Lesion size quantification. Lesion sizes were determined by a
researcher who was naive to subject identity. Brains were fixed using 4%
PFA transcardial perfusions, followed by sucrose cryoprotection and sliced
at 50 mm on a freezing microtome. Alternating sections were mounted,
Nissl stained (Cresyl Violet), and scanned at the Cancer Research Lab
(CRL) Molecular Imaging Center at UC Berkeley. Calibration of slice
dimensions was automatically performed by the Zeiss acquisition soft-
ware, Zen Blue. The same software was used to hand draw lesion areas on
each slice. Linear interpolation was performed to estimate the lesion area
between slices, and lesion volume was then numerically integrated across
all slices. Eugen et al. (2020) performed a phylogenetic analysis of NCM
and argued that dopaminergic innervation suggests NCM extends to
;1.1 mm laterally in the zebra finch, which is also the boundary the
Zebra Finch Expression Brain Atlas (zebrafinchatlas.org) uses. NCM was

Table 1. Description of the learning ladder

Day DCs Songs Description

1 1v1 1v1 1 Re vocalizer, 1 NoRe vocalizer
2 4v4 4v4 3 Re vocalizers added (4 total) and 3 NoRe vocalizers added

(4 total)
3 6v6-d1 8v8-d1 DCs, 2 Re vocalizers added (6 total) and 2 NoRe vocalizers

added (6 total).
Songs, 4 Re vocalizers added (8 total) and 4 NoRe vocalizers added
(8 total).

Newly added vocalizers are played 4 times more frequently for
their respective reward category.

4 6v6-d2 8v8-d2 No new vocalizers added. All Re vocalizers played at the same
frequency. All NoRe vocalizers played at the same frequency.

5 6v6-d2 8v8-d2 Repeat of day 4.

Description of 1 week learning ladder training procedure in this article and illustrated in Figure 2A.

Table 2. Description of the stimulus sets

Set
name # Vocalizers

Renditions/
vocalizer Description

Song S1 16 10 Songs first learned before lesion, retested after lesion
DC S1 12 10 DCs first learned before lesion, retested after lesion
Song S2 16 10 Songs first learned after lesion
DC S2 12 10 DCs first learned after lesion

Description of the stimulus sets used in the task.
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defined as the nidopallium from the midline to 1100mm lateral and
excluding Field L. Multiple landmarks were used to estimate distance
from midline when slices close to the midline were damaged or ambigu-
ous, including the dorsal medial arcopallium, HVC, the shape of the lobe
containing NCM and Field L, and the laminae between nidopallium and
mesopallium. Because NCM is a large region with potentially distinct ana-
tomic, histologic, and potentially functional divisions, we also subdivided
into four quadrants as shown in Fig. 2. The volume of the lesion within
each quadrant was also estimated.

In several subjects, areas beyond NCM were partially lesioned. For
most subjects, this off-target lesioning was minimal (Extended Data
Table 1-4). Off-target lesions in caudal mesopallium (CM), Field L, hip-
pocampus, cerebellum, and nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) were la-
beled by a blinded researcher on a four-point scale, where zero indicated
no lesioning, and three indicated potentially extensive lesioning.

In all but one HVC lesioned bird the HVC lesions clearly encom-
passed the vast majority of both HVCs and resulted in either no or
substantially degraded song. In one male subject, lesions missed
HVC completely, and the song of the subject was not degraded (see
Fig. 12); this subject was reassigned to the Control group for
analyses.

Learning curves and statistical analyses
Uninterrupted trials. We used uninterrupted trials to measure how

the task performance of a subject changed as a function of experience
with the reward contingency of a given vocalizer. Because of the asym-
metric treatment of interrupts and noninterrupts of our task structure
(Fig. 1B), birds could only learn whether a stimulus was rewarded when
they refrained from interrupting the playback; interrupting a trial always
triggers the next trial without providing a food reward, regardless of the
reward contingency of the current stimulus. In contrast, uninterrupted
trials conclude with either food reward or nothing. Note that by simple
exposure, all trials could provide indirect information that could be used
for the formation of perceptual categories without any reinforcement.
Nonetheless, in this task the information obtained during uninterrupted
trials is the only one that could be used in reinforcement learning. We
will therefore use the number of uninterrupted trials, k, to quantify the
potential amount of information a subject can gain about stimulus–
reward contingencies from a given reference point (where k = 0 is cho-
sen). In other words, analysis using k as the independent variable lets us
describe how additional examples of reward/nonreward influence task
behavior. Low values of k describe the regime in which birds have not
been exposed to many examples and must rely on prior experience; as k
increases, the birds have had more opportunities to learn or relearn
reward contingencies and can rely on both past and current information.

A separate count is kept for each (subject, vocalizer) pair, which
starts at k ¼ 0 and increments independently for each vocalizer each
time that the subject does not interrupt a trial associated with that vocal-
izer. This count of k can extend over multiple sessions of our ladder
structure if playbacks from the same vocalizers are tested over multiple
days (Fig. 3). Thus, uninterrupted trials allow us to make a fair com-
parison of performance between playbacks from a vocalizer intro-
duced on day 1 to playbacks from vocalizers introduced on days 2
and 3. To compare learning during different time periods we can
choose where to set k = 0. For example, to compare performance
before and after lesion, we took scores on the second-to-last day
before lesion and compared them with scores taken with k set to 0
on the first session after lesion.

In this study, we analyze performance after lesion at two scales, early
(for all k � 10), and late (sessions 6v6-d2 and 8v8-d2, up to the maxi-
mum value of k obtained for all subjects). For the early period, we esti-
mate performance curves of OR as a function of k to examine the effect
of experimental conditions during this period. Note that some vocal sig-
natures are first presented on different days (e.g., after lesion, only two
vocal signatures are presented in the initial 1v1 session, whereas the
remaining vocal signatures are presented in the subsequent 6v6-d2/8v8-
d2 sessions, as shown in Figure 3, B and C. For this reason, and
when assessing learning performance, uninterrupted trials with a
given value of k may fall on different sessions for different vocal
signatures. However, when we assessed recall (or relearning) in
late session, we used the start of the day 2 session to begin counting
the uninterrupted trials for all vocal signatures.

Estimation of learning curves and their statistical modeling. We esti-
mated group average learning curves using the following proce-
dure. First, we gathered trial data from a set of subjects S (e.g.,
subjects with NCM lesions) responding to a stimulus set of vocal
signatures V 2 VRe;VNoRef g; where VRe is the set of rewarded vocal
signatures, and VNoRe is the set of nonrewarded vocal signatures.
For each uninterrupted trial bin k, we defined the number of trials
in that bin to be the integer Tsv

k : To be precise, Tsv
k is the empirical

number of trials between the kth (exclusive) and (k1 1)th (inclu-
sive) uninterrupted trial of a vocalizer v by subject s (illustrated in
Table 3). This bin typically consists of Tsv

k – 1 interrupted trial(s)
and 1 uninterrupted trial.

To get the overall counts of interrupted trials of a subject for either
Re or NoRe vocalizer, we sum the counts over all vocal signatures with
the same reward contingency as follows:

n intjs;V; kð Þ ¼
XV
v

n intjs; v; kð Þ ¼
XV
v

ðTsv
k � 1Þ:

Here, v indexes the vocalizers belonging to either V 2 VRe;VNoRef g:
Similarly, the number of uninterrupted trials is simply as follows:

nðunintjs;V; kÞ ¼
XV
v

1:

At this stage, probabilities of interruptions and OR can be obtained
for a given subject and k as follows:

p intjs;V; kð Þ ¼ nðintjs;V; kÞ
n intjs;V; kð Þ1 nðunintjs;V; kÞ

ORðs; kÞ ¼ n intjs;VNoRe; kð Þ � nðunintjs;VRe; kÞ
n unintjs;VNoRe; kð Þ � nðintjs;VRe; kÞ ;

and Fisher’s exact test can be performed to assess whether the OR is sig-
nificantly.1 for a given subject and k.

The group average OR is obtained by further summing the counts
across subjects as follows:

1 mm

Rostral

Ventral

Dorsal

Caudal

CM

Field L

Figure 2. Division of NCM into four quadrants. The NCM was divided into four quadrants
using the midpoints of the dorsal/ventral and caudal/rostral extent of the medial-caudal
nidopallium as illustrated on this parasagittal slice. The caudal/dorsal to rostro/ventral axis of
this partition was drawn to be parallel to the major axis of the field L region, shown here
with blue dashed lines. The red dashed lines delineate the NCM lesion observed in this bird.
The slice shown here is 0.8 mm from the midline. CM, Caudal mesopallium.
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nðintjV; kÞ ¼
XS

s

nðintjs;V; kÞ

to obtain the following:

p intjV; kð Þ ¼ nðintjV; kÞ
n intjV; kð Þ1 nðunintjV; kÞ

Log2 ORðkÞð Þ ¼ Log2
n intjVNoRe; kð Þ � nðunintjVRe; kÞ
n unintjVNoRe; kð Þ � nðintjVRe; kÞ

� �
:

The SEs of the OR(k) is given by the following:

SE OR kð Þð Þ ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n intjVNoRe; kð Þ1
1

nðintjVRe; kÞ1
1

nðunintjVRe; kÞ1
1

n unintjVNoRe; kð Þ

s
:

These are the group average Log2OR that are shown in the learning
curves on Figures 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. Note that this is a weighted average that
gives more weights to subjects that have a higher number of interrupted
trials (for either reward contingency) and thus for which the estimates of the
probabilities of interruption versus noninterruption are more accurate.

To perform statistical analyses that explicitly address the independ-
ent assessment of these probabilities given the data of each subject,

estimates of the log(Odds) were obtained using mixed-effect generalized
linear models for binomial distributions (also known as mixed-effect
logistic regression). In the simplest case when one is fitting a learning
curve for a single condition (e.g., the Control lesioned birds on S1 before
lesion), the mixed-effect model would be written in R compact equation
notation as follows:

nint; nunintð Þ; k � V1 ð 11 k � Vð ÞjSubjectÞ:

Here, V is a factor that takes on two levels, Re and NoRe (or True
and False). The second term in the sum on the right side of the equation
specifies the random effects. The mathematical formulation for this sta-
tistical model is given by the following:

log
pðintjs;V; kÞ

1� pðintjs;V; kÞ
� �

¼ b0 1 b1k1 b2V1 b3 k � Vð Þ

1 ða0;s 1a1;sk1a2;sV1a3;sk � VÞ1 « ;

where bi are the fixed-effect coefficients, ai;s are the random coeffi-
cients, and « is the noise. V takes on the value of zero for the NoRe
stimuli and one for the Re stimuli. The coefficients of these models
are fitted by maximum likelihood assuming centered and normal dis-
tributions of random effect coefficients. The fixed-effects coefficients
provide fits of the group average log(Odds) and log(OR) as a function
of k and reward contingency. More explicitly, the log(Odds) for the
unrewarded stimuli across all subjects as a function of k is fitted with
the following line:

1v11v11v1
6v6-d2 8v8-d2 4v4

6v6-d11v1
6v6-d24v4

8v8-d1
8v8-d24v4

6v6-d11v1 1v1
6v6-d24v4

8v8-d1
8v8-d2

Set 2 DCSet 2 SongSet 1 SongSet 1 DClesion & recoverySet 1 DC

~1 week~1 week~1/2 week~1/2 week~1 week~1 week

time

~1 week

Set 1 Song

1v11v11v1 8v8-d26v6-d2 4v4
6v6-d11v1

6v6-d24v4
8v8-d1

8v8-d24v4
6v6-d11v1

6v6-d24v4
8v8-d11v1

8v8-d2

DC
Song

Nonrewarded
Rewarded

HVC

NCM

pre-lesion learning post-lesion recall post-lesion novel learning
A

B

C

S1 DCS1 Song

S1 Song S1 DC

S1 SongS1 DC S2 Song S2 DC

S1 SongS1 DC S2 Song S2 DC

Figure 3. Learning ladder prelesion and postlesion. A, Schematic of the three phases of the experiment in an example subject. First, the subject is trained on a set of songs followed by a
set of DCs (prelesion learning of S1). It then undergoes surgery during which NCM or HVC is lesioned (or saline/dye injected in controls) and up to 1 week of recovery. Next, it is tested on recall
of the previously learned DCs and songs in succession (postlesion recall of S1). Finally, it is trained and tested on a novel set of songs and DCs in succession (postlesion learning of S2). The alter-
nating pattern between Song and DC sets was swapped in half of the subjects. B, C, Example traces showing the probability of interruption per vocalizer during the three phases of the experi-
ment in two subjects. In B, a subject with a focal NCM lesion shown in Fig. 1 and in C, a subject with an HVC lesion. Each continuous line shows the probability of the subject interrupting the
playbacks from the same vocalizer, calculated in a sliding window (blue, rewarded vocalizer, 12 trial bin width; red, nonrewarded vocalizer, 20 trial bin width). Each day is separated by a thin
vertical line. New lines appearing in the middle of the weeks correspond to the addition of playbacks from an additional vocalizer belonging to a particular set. The labels and the color and
shape of the horizontal lines above the plots indicate the call type being tested and whether it is S1 and S2 (Songs, orange; DCs, green; S2 with bumpy line). Annotations below the plot show
the number of vocal signatures tested each day.
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log
p intjNoRe; kð Þ

1� pðintjNoRe; kÞ
� �

¼ b0 1 b1k:

Similarly, the log(Odds) for the rewarded stimuli across all subjects
as a function of k is fitted with the following line:

log
p intjRe; kð Þ

1� pðintjRe; kÞ
� �

¼ b0 1 b1k1 b2 1 b3k:

Thus, the log(OR) as a function of k is given by the difference in the
log of Odds, or as follows:

logORðkÞ ¼ b2 1 b3k:

Here, the coefficients b2 and b3 are the estimates of the intercept and
slope of lines fits to the learning curves plotted in Figures 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and are
shown explicitly in Table 4. The Wald test on these coefficients using the SE
obtained from the mixed-effect statistical modeling estimates can then be
applied to test whether the intercept or slope are different from zero.

More generally, we are interested in comparing the fits of log(OR)
across treatment conditions such as differences in intercepts and slopes
for NCM versus Control lesions birds. For this purpose, we compare the
prediction performance of nested mixed-effect models that include or
exclude Treatment as an additional factor. In R compact equation nota-
tion, we would compare the reduced model corresponding to a single
line fit for the log(OR) and given by the following:

nint; nunintð Þ; k � V1 ð 11 k � Vð ÞjSubjectÞ

to a full model corresponding to a different line being fitted for each
Treatment condition as follows:

nint; nunintð Þ; k � V � Treatment1 ð 11 k � Vð ÞjSubjectÞ:

A likelihood ratio test can be performed to assess whether the fit by
the full model is superior to the fit given by the reduced model. If so, the
Wald test on specific coefficients provides estimates of which intercepts
and slopes are significantly different from each other for different condi-
tions (e.g., Control vs NCM lesions). Specifying the mathematical for-
mulation for the full model is essential for the correct identification of
the relevant coefficient for performing such statistical analyses. This
mathematical formulation is not given here, but it is an extension of
what has been shown above, and it can also be found in the R scripts
provided (see below, Data availability). Statistical analyses and estimates
of the effect size were also performed by grouping HVC and Controls (n
= 11) to provide a better sample size match to the NCM group (n = 10).

Estimating log2(OR) for a range of uninterrupted trials
We also evaluate average task performance during particular time win-
dows such as for k� 10 to assess performance during this initial learning
(S1 before lesion) or recall/relearning (S1 after lesion) period or such as
in the last days to testing (days 2). For these analyses, we simply sum the
count of interrupted trials and uninterrupted trials up to a specified
maximum value of uninterrupted trials as follows:

ns unintjv; k � kmaxð Þ ¼ kmax

ns intjv; k � kmaxð Þ ¼
Xk max

k¼0

ðTsv
k � 1Þ:

As above, Fisher’s exact tests can then be used to assess whether ORs
are significantly different from zero for particular subjects, and mixed-
effect generalized linear models can be used to test for particular effects.
For example, the statistical effect of treatment will be assessed by com-
paring the likelihood of the following two nested models:

nint; nunintð Þ;V1 ð 11Vð ÞjSubjectÞ

nint; nunintð Þ;V � Treatment1ð 11Vð ÞjSubjectÞ:

In the results, we first used the interruption counts for all stimuli
(and all vocalizers) regardless of which vocalization type (Song and DC)
was used. To assess differences in the way birds treated these two types
of vocalizations, and whether lesions had different effects on recall/rec-
ognition of each, we then also performed the analyses separately for
songs and DCs. Baseline interruption rates for each vocalization type
were measured per subject as an average across vocalizers for that type,
and group averages were computed over subjects. To test whether vocal-
ization type added additional explanatory power to performance scores,
and whether lesions to NCM or HVC affected Song/DC differently, we
applied linear mixed-effects statistical modeling by comparing base
models with alternate models with fixed intercepts for Song/DC and
interaction terms between Song/DC and the lesion group.

Task performance and lesion volume
The relationship between task performance and lesion volume was mod-
eled with linear bivariate regression, with lesion size as a regressor and
decreases in task performance caused by the lesion as the predicted vari-
able. The decrease in task performance was the difference in the log(OR)
obtained for the S1 stimulus set between after and before lesion esti-
mated on the final day (d2). The log(OR) for each subject were estimated
using Equation 1. The p values were corrected for multiple comparisons

Table 3. Illustration of calculating the number of interruptions as a function
of uninterrupted trial

Trials T0 p(int|k = 0) T1 p(int|k = 1) T2 p(int|k = 2)

000 1 0 1 0 1 0
101101110 2 1/2 3 2/3 4 3/4
101101111X 3 1/2 3 2/3 9 8/9

Examples of uninterrupted trials counting for a single subject and vocalizer. Trials column, Example sequence of
responses in the task; 1 indicates an interruption; 0 indicates a noninterruption, that is, uninterrupted trial; and X
indicates the end of the dataset. Tk is the number of trials between the kth uninterrupted trial (exclusive) and the
(k 1 1)th uninterrupted trial (inclusive). The columns p(int|k) show the estimated probability of interruption for
that bin, using the procedure described above, Materials and Methods, Learning curves.

Previously Experienced1st ExposureA B

Number of Uninterrupted Trials

Figure 4. Robust recognition of learned vocal signatures before lesion. A, Top, Lines show
the average probability of interruption as a function of uninterrupted trials seen, relative to
initial exposure to vocal signatures in the S1 stimulus set. Probability of interruption (Pint) to
NoRe vocal signatures is shown in red, and Re vocal signatures in blue. Data are averaged
over all subjects and vocalizers. Shaded regions show an estimate of 2 SEM by jack-knifing
over subjects. Bottom, The difference between NoRe and Re interruption rates are summar-
ized as an OR. OR . 1 indicates successful task performance. Top, The first uninterrupted
trial bin where OR is significantly greater than one is marked with a black triangle and aster-
isk. Averages of each experimental group are overlaid without shaded bars, and the group
average is shown in solid blue with 2 SEM shaded. B, Same as in A but counting uninter-
rupted trials from day 4 of the learning ladder (i.e., 8v8-d2 or 6v6-d2), after which each sub-
ject would have had at least one session of prior exposure to each vocalizer in S1.
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using Bonferonni for the quadrant analysis, which
involved four separate bivariate regressions.

Code and software
The operant conditioning box and system is
operated using a custom fork of the Python-
based PyOperant software (https://github.com/
theunissenlab/pyoperant), originally developed
by Justin Kiggins and Marvin Thielk in Timothy
Gentner’s laboratory at the University of
California, San Diego (https://github.com/
gentnerlab/pyoperant).

Data availability
Code for analysis was written in Python and
R. Code, documentation, data files, Python
dependencies, and Jupyter notebooks used
for analysis and production of figures in
this article can be found online at https://
github.com/theunissenlab/zebra-finch-memory-
lesions. Statistical tests, for example, Fisher’s
exact test and bivariate regression, were run
using the Python packages scipy and stats-
models and the generalized mixed-effect
model using the R library lme4.

Results
To assess whether lesions to NCM and
HVC affect auditory memory functions
needed for identifying a vocalizer, we tested
zebra finches in an individual vocal signa-
ture recognition task using songs and DCs
from different birds. To measure the effect
of the lesion on memories, we first com-
pared the discrimination performance of
the bird after lesion to its performance on
the same set of stimuli learned before
lesion. This initial stimulus set is referred to
as S1. To measure the effect of the lesion on
learning, we then tested the birds on a new
set of playbacks from different vocalizers
(called S2) that they had not been exposed
to before lesion. Birds were treated with
bilateral lesions to either NCM or HVC,
and sham lesions were performed in
Controls. To test for recognition, we
used a modified go/no-go operant task
in which subjects optimize their reward
rate and simultaneously demonstrate
successful recognition by interrupting
NoRe vocal signatures more frequently
than Re vocal signatures (see above,
Materials and Methods). We found that although vocaliza-
tion type (i.e., Song or DC) have different rates of baseline
interruption, the learning curves and effects of lesions were
similar (see below, Songs versus distance calls). For this rea-
son, the initial section and figures in the article describe the
results for Song and DC combined and results for each call
type (see Figs. 8-11).

Fast and persistent recognition of vocal signatures
We first characterized typical learning by examining average
learning curves for both initial and late exposures to S1 during
the prelesion phase of the experiment. Qualitative inspection of

interruption rates per vocalizer over sessions and days (Fig. 3B,
C) shows that interruption rates for Re and NoRe vocal signa-
tures separate quickly, often within a single session, and are sta-
ble by the end of our learning ladder on days 4 and 5
corresponding to the 6v6-d2/8v8-d2 period (see above, Materials
and Methods). To quantify the learning rate, we examined per-
formance as a function of the uninterrupted trials as the birds
can only gain feedback on the reward contingency when they
don’t interrupt (see above, Materials and Methods). During ini-
tial learning, birds took approximately four uninterrupted trials
on average to distinguish NoRe from Re vocal signatures (Fig.
4A). Once the vocal signatures were learned, they could be recog-
nized immediately in subsequent sessions (Fig. 4B); on the fourth
day (the first session after which subjects had had exposure to all

A

B C

NCM HVC Controls

HVC + Ctr

Previously Experienced (S1) 

NCM HVC Controls
Novel Exposure (S2)D

E

Uninterrupted Trials

NCM

HVC + Ctr

NCM

F

Uninterrupted Trials

Figure 5. Effect of lesions on the recognition of previously experienced (S1) and novel stimuli (S2). The effect of lesion on
discrimination performance for S1, (A-C), and for playbacks from novel vocalizers, Novel Exposure (S2), (B-F). A, D, Average
probability of interruption as a function of uninterrupted trials after lesion for vocalization stimuli originally learned before
lesion. Interruption rate to NoRe vocal signatures is shown in red, and Re vocal signatures in blue. Data are averaged over all
subjects and vocalizers. Shaded regions show an estimate of 2 SEM by jack-knifing over subjects. These curves can also be
compared with the preoperation data shown in Figure 4B. B, E, As in Figure 4 (bottom), the difference between NoRe and
Re interruption rates in the first uninterrupted trials after lesion are summarized as an OR for each group. Shaded region indi-
cates 2 SEM. The first uninterrupted trial where the OR is significantly different from one from there on is marked with a black trian-
gle and an asterisk. HVC lesions and Controls are grouped in this analysis as they are statistically indistinguishable. C, F, The ratio of
OR measured before the 10th uninterrupted trial after lesion (denoted as OR†k � 10). Each scatter point shows the performance of
one subject on all vocal signatures, with mean and 2 SEM to the right of each scatter. Significance markers shown above the data
indicate p, 0.05 on one-sample t tests for log2(OR

†
k � 10). 0. Significance markers below plot shows result of two-tailed t test

comparing the mean log2OR between the NCM group and the combined HVC1 Control group. Kernel density estimates of these
distributions are shown to the right.
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vocal signatures in S1 for at least 1 d previously), we confirmed
that NoRe trials were more likely to be interrupted than Re trials
before experiencing even a single uninterrupted trial [Fisher’s
exact test on interruption counts across all vocalizers and sub-
jects, log2(OR) = 2.72, p , 0.001; Fisher’s exact test per subject,
11/21 subjects with p , 0.05]. This result demonstrates that rec-
ognition memory for vocalizer ID persists across sessions.

NCM lesions affect discrimination performance of
previously learned vocal signatures but do not prevent
relearning
We next compared the prelesion performance described above
with the learning/performance curves obtained shortly after
lesions (k � 10) for the previously experienced stimulus set, S1
(Fig. 5A–C) and for a novel exposure to a set of playbacks from
different vocalizers, S2 (Fig. 5D–F). Visual inspection of the
interruption rates (Fig. 5A,D) and of the OR estimated from
these interruption rates paired per bird (Fig. 5B,E) show little or
no differences between the HVC lesioned and Control birds, but
a remarked decrease in performance for the NCM birds for the
previously learned stimuli only. To quantify these effects, we
used generalized mixed-effects statistical models (mixed-effect
logistic regression) with the number of interruptions and the

total number of trials as the response variable, the reward contin-
gency, the number of uninterrupted trials (k), the lesion type
(Treatment) and their interactions as fixed effects and random
intercepts and coefficients of the reward contingency and k for
each subject. To test whether Treatment had a significant effect
on task performance during this early remembering/learning pe-
riod, we compared nested models that included versus excluded
Treatment as a regressor (see above, Materials and Methods).
For the previous learned stimuli (Fig. 5B), we found that the full
statistical model that included Treatment was a better fit to the
data than the model that excluded Treatment [three lines vs
1 line for fitting data; likelihood ratio test, x 2(8) = 23.794, p =
0.0024], showing an effect of Treatment.

Next, we performed post hoc tests for the intercept coefficients
of the learning curves. We found that the intercept of the NCM
lesioned subjects was significantly smaller than both HVC lesioned
subjects [difference in log2(OR) = 2.69 6 0.661 (SE); Wald test,
Z = 4.073, p , 0.001)] and Control subjects [difference in log2
(OR) = 1.6960.637 (SE); Wald test, Z = 2.648, p = 0.0081]. Thus,

in the early trials after lesions (k � 10)
NCM lesioned subjects performed on aver-
age worse than HVC and Control subjects.
In contrast, the intercepts of Control and
HVC subjects were not distinguished [dif-
ference in log2(OR) = �0.88 1-0.734 (SE);
Wald test, Z =�1.198, p = 0.2308].

We repeated this analysis by combining
the HVC and Control group (n = 11) to
better match the sample size of the NCM
lesioned group (n = 10) and increase our
statistical power. Here again, the full statis-
tical model that included Treatment (2
regression lines for NCM vs HVC 1
Control to fit Fig. 6A) was a better fit to
the data than the single regression line
model that excluded Treatment [likelihood
ratio test, x 2(4) = 15.478, p = 0.0038]. The
post hoc tests also revealed that the inter-
cepts for the NCM versus HVC 1 Control
lines were significantly different [differences

in log2(OR) = �2.20 6 0.499 (SE); Wald test, Z = �4.402, p ,
0.001].

In contrast, for playbacks from novel vocalizers (Fig. 5D–F),
the full statistical model that included Treatment was not statisti-
cally distinguishable from the model that excluded Treatment
[three lines vs one line for fitting; Fig. 5E; likelihood ratio test,
x 2(8) = 14.014, p = 0.0814]. This was also true when the HVC
lesioned and Control were grouped. The full statistical
model that included Treatment (two lines NCM vs HVC 1
Control to fit; Fig. 6B) was not statistically distinguishable
from the single line model that excluded Treatment as a
predictor [x 2(4) = 8.3925, p = 0.07,821].

Similar results regarding the effect of NCM lesions on the
previously learned stimuli but not on novel stimuli can be
reached by examining the distribution across birds of the
log2(OR) obtained for the first k � 10 uninterrupted trials
(Fig. 5C,F). During this period and for the previously learned
vocal signatures (Fig. 5C), each group scored significantly
above chance level, but the mean log2(OR) was significantly
smaller for the NCM lesioned birds [Wald test on the coeffi-
cient of mixed effect generalized statistical model testing for
log2(OR) significantly different from zero; NCM, log2(OR) =
1.69 6 0.342, Z = 4.945, p , 0.001; HVC, log2(OR) = 3.93 6

Table 4. Intercepts and slope (k) coefficients of the line fitted to the log(OR)
versus uninterrupted trials (k)

HVC lesioned 1 Control NCM lesioned

Treat. Coef. SE Treat. Coef. SE

Intercept Pre-S1-d1 �0.55a 0.25 Intercept Pre-S1-d1 �0.73a 0.32
k 0.28a 0.04 k 0.32a 0.05
Intercept Pre-S1-d2 3.65b 0.55 Intercept Pre-S1-d2 2.90b 0.56
k 0.04b 0.05 k 0.15b 0.06
Intercept Post-S1 2.93b 0.35 Intercept Post-S1 0.73a 0.33
k 0.25b 0.05 k 0.21a 0.05
Intercept Post-S2 0.43a 0.15 Intercept Post-S2 �0.05a 0.20
k 0.19a 0.03 k 0.20a 0.03

Mixed-effect linear models were used to obtain the coefficients and their SEs for the line that best fitted the
relationship between the log(OR) and the number of uninterrupted trials. The font for the Treatment column
is regular for the prelesion data (fitting the learning curves shown in Fig. 3) and italicized for the postlesion
data (fitting the curves shown in Figs. 4, 5). The values of the coefficients and their SEs are superscripted by
a and b; a corresponds to learning curves observed in initial exposure where the intercept is close to zero
and the learning rate (slope) is higher, and b corresponds to learning curves observed for learned vocal sig-
natures corresponds to learning curves observed for learned vocal signatures where the intercept is signifi-
cantly above zero and the learning rate is lower. Coef, Coefficient.

Previously Experienced (S1) 

Novel Exposure (S2) 

A

B

C

(d
’)

Number of Uninterrupted Trials Number of Uninterrupted Trials

Figure 6. Effect size of NCM Lesions versus Control and HVC lesions for the recognition of Previously Experienced (S1) and
Novel Stimuli (S2). A, B, The odds ratio quantifying the difference in interruption rates for rewarded versus unrewarded stim-
uli is shown as a function of uninterrupted trials for NCM lesioned birds (green) and HVC lesioned birds combined with the
Controls (HVC1 CTRL; pink and gray). In A the learning/performance curves are shown for the previously experienced vocal
signatures and in B for novel vocal signatures. These data are the same as in Figure 5, B and E, but after combining the data
from HVC and Control birds. C, The differences between the learning curves shown in A and B in units of SD (Effect size d9)
are plotted also as a function of uninterrupted trials. Shaded ribbon corresponds to 2 SEM. The effect size for previously expe-
rienced vocal signatures is much larger than that for novel vocal signatures.
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0.559, Z = 7.03, p , 0.001; Control, log2(OR) = 3.70, Z =
7.201, p , 0.001, HVC 1 Control, log2(OR) = 3.83, Z = 9.8,
p , 0.001]. Likelihood ratio test of mixed effect generalized
models that included versus excluded treatment showed that
the strength of the performance depended on lesion condi-
tion [x 2(4)=15.936, p = 0.0031], and a post hoc test showed
that the NCM group did significantly worse than the combined
HVC1 Control group [difference in log2(OR) = 2.121-0.58, Z =
4.092 p , 0.001]. For the novel stimuli (Fig. 5F), each group also
scored significantly above chance, but we failed to detect significant
differences across Treatment [Wald test for log2(OR) . 0; NCM,
log2(OR) = 0.85, Z = 5.674, p, 0.001; HVC, log2(OR) = 1.24, Z =
6.536, p , 0.001; Control, log2(OR) = 1.30, Z = 9.658, p , 0.001;
HVC 1 Control, log2(OR) = 1.26, Z = 9.776, p , 0.001].
Likelihood ratio test of mixed-effect generalized models
that included versus excluded treatment did not find statis-
tical differences in the strength of the performance across
lesion condition [x 2(4) = 6.907, p = 0.1409]. However, the effect of
treatment became significant when HVC and Control data were
combined; the NCM group performed slightly worse than the com-
bined HVC 1 Control group [differences in log2(OR) = 0.41 6
0.196, Z = 2.109, p = 0.035].

Our data suggest that task performance of NCM lesioned
birds in the early testing period was worse than in Control or
HVC lesioned birds. However, performance on novel exposure
appeared to be less affected than performance on previously
experienced stimuli. The size of this effect can be quantified by a
Cohen’s d9 measure that estimates the difference in the learning
curves of NCM lesions and Control combined with the HVC
lesioned birds in units of SD. These effect sizes are shown as a
function of uninterrupted trials on Figure 6; the mean effect size
for k � 10 is 2.74 6 0.42 (2 SE) for previously learned stimuli
and 0.86 6 0.53 (2 SE) for novel stimuli. These results suggest
that NCM lesioned birds lost the advantages birds acquired from
previous exposure to the sounds but retained their ability to learn
to classify new sounds (but see the section entitled “NCM lesions
affect the maximum discrimination performance achieved after
sustained learning” for caveats). Note that the postlesion learning
curve of the NCM group for S1 vocal signatures (Fig. 5A,B)
resembles the initial learning curve on naive stimuli before lesion
(Fig. 4A) or the learning curve obtained for S2 vocal signatures af-
ter lesion (Fig. 5D,E), whereas the curves of the HVC and Control
group resemble the curve measured late in learning (Fig. 4B).
Examination of the intercepts and slopes of all linear fits obtained
from mixed-effects models yielding the coefficients of log(OR) ver-
sus k learning curve validate these observations (Table 4).

Next, we investigated whether a more direct measure of an
effect on the memory trace could be observed in NCM lesioned
birds. Given that birds learn this task rapidly, we examined the
performance before the very first uninterrupted trial experienced
after lesions for S1. We determined the number of postlesion
uninterrupted trials for which NoRe vocal signatures were inter-
rupted from there on at significantly higher rates than Re vocal
signatures. Because a measure based on statistical significance
depends on sample size, and we had shown that HVC lesioned
and Control subjects had indistinguishable postlesion learning
curves, we compared NCM lesioned birds to HVC lesioned birds
and Control birds grouped together. NCM lesioned subjects
failed to distinguish among learned vocal signatures before the
first postlesion uninterrupted trial, [Fisher’s exact test on inter-
ruption counts across all vocalizers and subjects testing for
log2(OR) . 0, k = 0, log2(OR) = �0.1, p = 0.827, Fisher’s exact
test per subject, 2/10 subjects with p , 0.05]. In contrast, the

combined group of HVC and Control subjects performed the
task significantly above chance before a single uninterrupted trial
[Fisher’s exact test on interruption counts across all vocalizers and
subjects testing for log2(OR) . 0, k = 0, log2(OR) = 2.01, p ,
0.001; Fisher’s exact test per subject, 6/11 birds]. In the NCM
lesioned birds, the log2(OR) became significantly greater than zero
from k = 1 uninterrupted trials onward. In the HVC lesioned and
Control group, the log2(OR) was significant from k = 0 onward.

NCM lesions affect the maximum discrimination
performance achieved after sustained learning
We asked whether the steady-state performance reached prele-
sion levels after birds were given the opportunity to relearn. To
answer this, we measured the average performance over the
course of two entire sessions of 6v6-d2/8v8-d2 postlesion and
compared it with the same period prelesion for the S1 stimulus
set. In the postlesion period, all groups scored significantly above
chance, demonstrating that they could do the task successfully af-
ter the operation [one-tailed one-sample t tests for log2(OR). 0,
where the OR is obtained for each bird from overall interruption
counts [NCM, log2(OR) = 2.11, t(9) = 4.99, p , 0.001; HVC,
log2(OR) = 4.03, t(6) = 9.27, p , 0.001; Controls, log2(OR) =
4.12, t(3) = 6.61, p = 0.004]. On the one hand, and as we had also
shown with the novel S2 stimuli, NCM lesioned birds retained
the ability to learn or relearn this auditory discrimination task.
On the other hand, their steady-state performance as measured
on the second day [log2(OR) = 2.11] was worse than for the
HVC [log2(OR) = 4.03] and Control birds [log2(OR) = 4.12]. To
account for the potential random effect of bird, we compared the
postlesion scores with prelesion scores of the difference in
log2(OR) between these sessions. NCM lesioned subjects per-
formed more poorly after lesion [difference in log2(OR) =�1.77;
t(9) = �3.60, p = 0.006], HVC lesioned subjects did slightly worse
[difference in log2(OR) = �0.5; t(6) = �1.94, p = 0.1], and
Controls improved slightly [difference in log2(OR)= 0.83, t(3) =
12.43, p = 0.001]. Thus, NCM lesioned birds were not able to
recover their prelesioned performance after having had a chance
to relearn. One should note, however, that for S1 the prelesion
training period is longer than the after lesion training as it includes
an additional day of four versus four training. Thus, the poorer
performance observed in NCM lesioned birds in contrast with the
HVC and Control birds could be because of the loss of the mem-
ory acquired in the prelesion sessions. The poorer performance in
NCM lesioned birds after lesion in contrast to their performance
prelesion could be explained by a difference in learning regiment
if one assumes they had indeed lost all auditory memories formed
before the lesion. Alternatively, NCM lesioned birds might also
have a more difficult time storing new memories. Examination of
the performance for the S2 stimuli provides further insights into
potential mechanisms.

For the novel stimulus set S2 used after lesion, we had failed
to detect a significant difference in learning rates as a function of
lesion treatment as described above. However, we noticed the
NCM lesioned performance over the 10 first uninterrupted trials
was slightly worse, reaching statistical significance only when we
combined the HVC and Control groups (see analyses above;
Figs. 5B, bottom row, 6B,C). Thus, we also examined the steady-
state performance achieved by comparing the OR scores meas-
ured during the first 50 uninterrupted trials in the very last day
of testing, the 6v6-d2/8v8-d2 sessions of S2. Fifty trials were cho-
sen because the maximum number of uninterrupted trials expe-
rienced by a single bird on day 2 of testing was 58. As expected
from the results already described for the first 10 uninterrupted
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trials, the performance in all groups was significantly above
chance [Fisher’s exact test base on interruption counts for
log2(OR) . 0; NCM, log2(OR) = 2.26, p , 0.001 and 9/10 birds
with p , 0.05; HVC, log2(OR) = 4.01, p , 0.001 and 7/7 birds
with p , 0.05; Controls, log2(OR) = 3.54 and 4/4 birds with p ,
0.05]. This again shows that fully intact HVC and NCM are not
required for zebra finches to remember novel sets of vocal signa-
tures. However, we did find that overall performance on S2 after
lesion for the NCM group was lower than that of HVC and
Controls. This difference reached statistical significance when
the NCM and HVC groups were combined [Wald test, difference
in log2(OR) = �1.746 0.68, Z = �3.68, p = 0.015]. Although
NCM lesioned birds were capable of relearning and with initial
learning curves that were very similar to those of controls or
HVC lesioned birds, their task performance measured after more
extensive training was diminished; here, given equal opportunity
to learn novel stimuli, NCM lesioned birds performed worse
than HVC lesioned or Control birds. This decrease in perform-
ance could be from deficits in forming strong or stable auditory
memories or, alternatively, other auditory perceptual deficits.

Relationship between NCM lesion volume and task
performance
As described above, we observed an overall decrease in task per-
formance in the NCM group relative to the HVC and Control
groups when retested on S1 after lesion compared with before
lesion. However, we also observed a large variability across sub-
jects in each of these groups (Fig. 5C, top). Thus, we asked
whether variability in the performance among the NCM or HVC
subjects could be caused by variability in lesion size or exact

location. NCM is a large brain region (Vates et al., 1996) that
required several injections at multiple injection sites. HVC is a
well-delimited nucleus, but its complete lesion also required mul-
tiple injections. Our lesion procedures thus resulted in variance
in the total amount of brain damage both for the NCM- and
HVC-targeted birds. To quantify the size of the lesions, we esti-
mated the total volumetric extent of lesioned brain areas in
Nissl-stained sagittal slices (Figs. 1C,D, 2). For the NCM and
HVC groups, our lesions sometimes extended laterally to NCL or
rostrally to field L (Extended Data Table 1-3). Finally, as NCM is a
large region, we also divided it using a line parallel to L2 as a major
axis and a second perpendicular line approximately at the dorsal/
ventral midpoint (Fig. 2). In this manner, we obtained four quad-
rants that we labeled dorsal, rostral, ventral, and caudal. We esti-
mated the volume of the lesions in each of these quadrants.

As shown in Figure 7, the overall lesion size (left columns)
was not correlated with the performance in the behavioral task
for either the NCM or HVC groups. The volume of the lesion re-
stricted to NCM was not correlated with performance in early
recall but a showed a trend for a correlation with a decrease in
performance for the d2 sessions, which included a higher num-
ber of trials. This negative correlation between lesion size and
performance became greater (and statistically significant) when
the lesion volume was restricted to the rostral quadrant of NCM;
both early recall and later performance were more affected in
birds that had lesions within this rostral region. The number of
birds with appreciable rostral NCM lesions is admittedly small.
Note, however, that similar correlations and significances were
obtained when the behavioral data were analyzed separately for
song and distance calls (see below; Figs. 8-10) providing further

Total Lesion NCM Lesion rNCM Lesion

Early Recall (S1 k <= 3)

Total Lesion NCM Lesion rNCM Lesion
Late Performance (S1 on day 2)

Figure 7. Task performance and lesion volume. The ratio of task performance after lesion (OR†) to before lesion (OR) is plotted as a function of the volume of the lesions. Left, The relation-
ship for the total volume of the lesions both for the NCM- and HVC-targeted birds. Middle, The relationship for the lesion volume that was estimated to be in NCM proper for the NCM-targeted
birds. Right, The relationship for the lesion volume found in the rostral quadrant of NCM (rNCM, see above, Materials and Methods; Fig. 2) for the NCM-targeted birds. Each point represents
one subject. Values below one indicate worse performance after lesion. Top row, The ORs after lesion were calculated up to the first three uninterrupted trials to assess the effect of lesion size
on the early recall. Bottom row, The ORs after lesion are estimated on d2. The ORs before lesion are always estimated on d2. Colors indicate lesion group (NCM, HVC, Controls) as used in
Figures 3-6. Color matched dashed lines shows best fit line to data in the HVC and NCM group. Bottom left, Adjusted R-squared and p values for these fits are reported. The p values for the
NCM quadrant analyses (right column) are Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons (i.e., multiplied by 4). Note the different scales used for the lesion volume axis (x-axis).
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evidence on the robustness of this effect. Also, as shown in Fig. 7,
some of the lesions in HVC and NCM extended beyond their
target to the hippocampus, NCL, and field L. Although sample
sizes are small, none of these of target lesions resulted in addi-
tional decreases in performance. Two of the birds with signifi-
cant lesions in rostral NCM had NCM lesions that extended
beyond the NCM border (defined here at 1100 mm from the
midline) into NCL but those two birds exhibited a similar task
performance to the two birds that had similar NCM and rostral
NCM lesion sizes without overflow into NCL.

Songs versus distance calls
In the preceding analyses, Song and DC stimuli were combined
to compute log2(OR) scores. Songs and distance calls have differ-
ent acoustical properties and serve different behavioral roles
(Zann, 1996; Elie and Theunissen, 2016); memories used for
individual recognition for each call type may use different neural
circuits (Simpson and Vicario, 1990). Thus, we also measured
task performance before and after lesion for Song and DCs sepa-
rately. Although we observed some differences in the way birds
treat the two vocalization types in our operant task, the effects of
lesion and effect sizes were similar.

One clear difference between Song and DC is that healthy
birds in the task are biased to interrupt DC at a higher probabil-
ity than songs, even before any reward information has been
gained (Yu et al., 2020). Over all the subjects (n = 21), birds inter-
rupted songs with a probability of 0.07 before a single uninter-
rupted trial during initial learning of S1 vocal signatures (i.e.,
k = 0), which was significantly less than 0.17 for distance calls
(two-tailed paired t test on pint for DC vs Song; t(20) = 3.11, p =
0.006). The apparent bias toward interrupting DCs persisted late
in learning, as measured during the entirety of the 6v6-d2/8v8-
d2 sessions (Song, pint,Re = 0.09, pint,NoRe = 0.62; DC, pint,Re =
0.18, pint,NoRe = 0.74).

The number of uninterrupted trials it takes prelesioned birds
to distinguish Re from NoRe vocal signatures was similar for
both call types [k = 5 for Song, k = 4 for DC for log(OR) signifi-
cantly different from zero from there on; Fig. 8], and we verified
that before lesion, memory for both Song and DC vocal signa-
tures persisted over days/sessions, shown by higher than chance
performance before the first uninterrupted trial on 6v6-d2/8v8-
d2 sessions [one-tailed one-sample t test for log2(OR) . 1 with

k = 0; Song, log2(OR) = 3.61, t(20) = 5.87, p , 0.001; DC,
log2(OR) = 1.70, t(20) = 2.12, p = 0.024].

As we did before, the early responses to playbacks from dis-
tinct vocalizers after lesion were summarized by estimating
log2(OR) for k � 10; we found that a mixed-effects model with
additional intercepts per vocalization type (Song/DC) and inter-
action terms between vocalization type and lesion group did not
explain the data better than a base model with just lesion group
(likelihood ratio test;, F(3,36) = 2.017, p = 0.129). Simply put, sub-
jects were successful in this initial window after lesion for both
call types, but NCM lesioned subjects did worse than the other
groups for both (Fig. 9A,B for Song; Fig. 9E,F for DC; Table 5).
The intercept obtained by fitting the learning curves with mixed-
effect models for the NCM group was systematically lower than
in the HVC group (Wald test, Song, Z = �2.861, p = 0.0042; DC,
Z = �3.952, p , 0.001), Controls (Song, Z = �1.75, p = 0.086;
DC, Z = �1.72, p = 0.0848), or combined HVC and Controls
(Song, Z =�2.93, p = 0.0028; DC, Z =�3.47, p = 0.005), whereas
there was no difference between HVC and Controls (Song, Z =
0.976, p = 0.329; DC, Z = 1.24, p = 0.2161). Similarly, the per-
formance measured by the log(OR) for k � 10 for the S1 postle-
sion was lower in NCM group than in the combined HVC 1
Control group both for Song (unpaired two-sided t test, t(30) =
2.35, p = 0.029) and for DC (t(30) = 3.47, p = 0.003). Finally, we
found that modeling the change in steady-state (6v6-d2/8v8-d2)
performance for S1 after lesion compared with before lesion was
not improved by including terms for vocalization type and the
interaction between vocalization type and lesion group (F(3,36) =
0.589, p = 0.626).

We repeated our analysis of S2 performance for Song and DC
separately (Fig. 9C,D for Song, G,H for DC). In the learning
phase, for uninterrupted trials up to k = 10, we verified that just
as for the combined data, a mixed-effects linear model of
log2(OR) with three lines (one for each lesion group) was not a
statistically better fit than a model with a single line. This was
true for both vocalization types [likelihood ratio test, Song,
x 2(8) = 11.354, p = 0.1824; DC, x 2(8) = 12.752, p = 0.1207]. At
the end of learning, overall scores for S2 on sessions 6v6-d2/8v8-
d2 were above chance level for Song and DC. We tested the over-
all log2(OR) score during these sessions for S2 using a linear
mixed-effects model of log2(OR), with lesion group as a fixed
effect and subject identity as a random effect. We compared this

Song Distance Call
A B C D

Number of Uninterrupted Trials Number of Uninterrupted Trials

Figure 8. Prelesion S1 learning curves and steady-state performance split by Song/DC. A, Probability of interruption (top) and odds ratio (bottom) between NoRe Song (red) and Re Song
(blue) vocal signatures during initial exposure to S1, as in Figure 4. Asterisks show the first uninterrupted trial where OR was significantly higher than one from there on. B. Late sessions of S1
8v8-d2 for Song, as in Figure 4B. Shaded regions in all subfigures indicate 2 SEM. C as in A, but for DC. D as in B for late sessions of S1 6v6 d2 for DC.
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to a model that additionally included an intercept for vocaliza-
tion type (Song/DC) and interaction terms between vocalization
type and lesion group. We found that including call type parame-
ters better fit the data (likelihood ratio test, F(3,36) = 19.06, p ,
0.001) and that this was driven by higher performance on songs
than DCs (Wald test, Z = 2.27, p = 0.023), whereas the interac-
tion between vocalization type and lesion group was not signifi-
cant (Wald test, HVC � Song, Z = 1.44, p = 0.150; NCM �
Song, Z = 0.642, p = 0.521).

The effect of the size of the lesion and its location in the NCM
group were also very similar for Song and DC. When comparing

the reduction in performance (i.e., the ratio of OR after lesion to
before lesion), the discrimination of vocal signatures based on
Song and DC is equally affected and this reduction in perform-
ance is equally correlated with the size of the lesion in the rostral
quadrant of NCM (Fig. 10).

In summary, lesions to NCM affect in a very similar manner
the discrimination of vocalizer ID based on song versus DC even
if we note some behavioral differences with these two call types;
although Song triggers fewer interruptions, potentially because
birds tend to want to listen to its entirety, it is also ultimately dis-
criminated with slightly higher performance.

Task performance before and after lesion
To verify that lesioned birds were able to perform the discrimina-
tion task and that deficits in hearing or other cognitive functions
were not also impaired (e.g., ability to interrupt, and task under-
standing), we assessed their performance on the easiest version
of the task, where there was only one Re vocalizer and one NoRe
vocalizer (1v1). This task has a low memory load as it can be
performed by detecting low-probability stimuli as the rewarded
ones. The average performance measured over the entire day for
S1 1v1 before lesion (S1), S1 1v1 after lesion (S1†), and S2 1v1
after lesion (S2†) are shown on the top row of Fig. 11. Note that

A

B

Previously Experienced (S1) 

Novel Exposure (S2)C

D

NCM HVC Controls

Song

E

F

Previously Experienced (S1) 

Novel Exposure (S2)G

H

Distance Call

NCM HVC Controls

NCM HVC Controls

HVC+CtrHVC+Ctr

Number of Uninterrupted Trials Number of Uninterrupted Trials

NCM

HVC+Ctr

NCM

NCM

HVC+Ctr

NCM

NCM HVC Controls

Figure 9. Postlesion learning curves for previously experienced and novel stimuli split by Song/DC. A, Probability of interruption for NoRe and Re vocal signatures in the immediate session
after lesion for S1, as in Figure 4A but for Song stimuli only. B, Odds ratios for three lesion groups, NCM, HVC, and Controls, in the immediate sessions after lesion for S1, as in Figure 5B, but
for Song stimuli only. Right, scatter plot shows the distribution of OR obtained in this early exposure period estimated for k � 10. C, D, Like A and B but for the initial experience with the
novel stimulus set after lesion, S2. Significance stars above the scatter plot indicate one-sided one-sample t test results for log2OR

† . 0 with significance threshold 0.05. For the previously
experienced S1 for Song (B) NCM, log2OR = 2.21, Z = 3.737, p, 0.0002; HVC, log2OR = 4.31, Z = 8.604, p, 0.0001; Controls, log2OR = 4.11, Z = 7.894 p, 0.001. Shaded regions show
2 SEM. Below bar and stars show significance of difference in log2OR between NCM and HVC1 Controls combined, d log2OR =�2.16, Z = �3.351, p = 0.008. For the novel exposure of S2
vocal signatures based on song (D), NCM, log2OR = 1.24, Z = 6.409, p, 0.0001; HVC, log2OR = 1.56, Z = 7.804, p, 0.0001; Controls, log2OR = 1.86, Z = 6.508, p, 0.0001. Star below
the �1 dashed line in the scatter plot in C shows in log2OR between NCM and HVC1 Controls combined, d log2OR = �0.52, Z = �2.091, p = 0.0365. E–H, Like A–D but for DC. For the
previously experienced S1 for DC (F), NCM, log2OR = 1.47, Z = 4.809, p, 0.0001; HVC, log2OR = 3.55, Z = 6.319, p, 0.0001; Controls, log2OR = 3.34, Z = 4.841, p, 0.001. Star below
the�1 dashed line in the scatter plot in F shows significance of difference in log2OR between NCM and HVC1 Controls combined, d log2OR=�1.93, Z = 3.714, p = 0.0002. For the novel ex-
posure of S2 vocal signatures based on DC (H), NCM, log2OR = 0.62, Z = 3.436, p = 0.006; HVC, log2OR = 1.12, Z = 5.175, p, 0.0001; Controls, log2OR = 1.03, Z = 6.557, p, 0.0001. Star
below the�1 dashed line in the scatter plot in H shows significance of difference in log2OR between NCM and HVC1 Controls combined, d log2OR =�0.45, Z = 1.993, p = 0.0462.

Table 5. Task performance split by songs and DCs during initial re-exposure to
S1 after lesion

Call type Group df Effect size (log2OR) t Statistic p value

Song NCM 9 2.36 3.21 0.011
Song HVC 6 4.38 7.58 ,0.001
Song Controls 3 4.11 7.32 0.005
DC NCM 9 1.50 4.78 0.001
DC HVC 6 3.70 5.48 0.002
DC Controls 3 3.36 4.33 0.023

Statistics on log2(OR) for k � 10 during the initial re-exposure to S1 after lesion. Tests were one-tailed one-
sample t tests to detect log2(OR) . 0, applied to Song and DC trials separately. OR ratios were based on
total number of interrupted trials for each bird, call type, and condition.
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although they all describe the easiest ver-
sion of the task, S1 and S2† are sessions
during which the stimuli were completely
novel to the subjects, whereas in S1† the
stimuli had been heard previously for sev-
eral days before lesion. One might there-
fore expect the performance on S1† to be
worse for NCM lesioned birds and better
for controls and HVC lesioned birds. As
shown in Fig. 11 (top row), on average, the
birds performed very well on the 1v1 task in
every condition with average OR between 4
and 64. In particular, the average perform-
ance of NCM lesioned birds for S1† postle-
sion was not statistically different from that
observed for S1 prelesion, even if one (for
Song) and two (for DC) birds performed
worse than before the lesion. The perform-
ances on this low memory-load task should
be compared with the performance on the
high memory-load task achieved on day 2
for the 6v6 and 8v8 discriminations (Fig. 11,
bottom row). Here, the average decrease in
performance for the NCM lesioned birds is
clear. Thus, NCM lesioned birds that could
clearly perform well in the 1v1 task (i.e.,
those beyond the two exceptions) showed
significant decreases in performance in the
6v6 and 8v8 tasks, the tasks that required a
higher memory load.

HVC lesion effect on song production
HVC lesions are known to have acute
effects on song production in songbirds
(Nottebohm et al., 1976; Aronov et al.,
2008). In addition to histologic verification
of HVC lesions (Fig. 1D), we compared
songs produced before and after the experi-
ment as a secondary way to validate HVC
lesion completeness. Of the five male HVC
group subjects, all five produced normal
songs before the experiment, but only two
birds produced songs after the experiment.
Both subjects produced songs with substan-
tial spectral and temporal degradations
(Fig. 12), consistent with HVC ablation.

Discussion
We established a role of the secondary au-
ditory pallial area, NCM, in the ability of
the zebra finch to store and recall auditory
memories for the identifying features in
the song and distance calls of distinct
vocalizers. We found that performance in
a memory task was impaired immediately
after NCM lesion, as measured by the
inability of the bird to distinguish previ-
ously memorized rewarded and nonre-
warded vocal signatures. NCM lesioned
birds retained the ability to form novel
memories, evidenced by early learning rates that were similar to
prelesion rates and steady-state performance above chance. The

steady-state performance after lesion was, however, also below the
prelesion levels. Both the reduction in the immediate recall per-
formance and the reduction in the ability to form multiple new
auditory memories were correlated with the size of the lesion in

Song

Total Lesion NCM Lesion rNCM Lesion

Total Lesion NCM Lesion rNCM Lesion

Distance Call

Figure 10. Task performance and lesion volume split by Song/DC. As in Figure 7, the ratio of task performance after lesion
(OR†) to before lesion (OR) for S1 on d2 (Late Performance) is plotted as a function of estimated total lesion volume, NCM
lesion volume and rostral NCM (rNCM) lesion volume for Song (top row) and Distance Calls (bottom row). The p values for
the rNCM are Bonferroni corrected.

Song DC Song DC Song DC

NCM HVC Controls

Song DC Song DC Song DC

NCM HVC Controls

1 v 1 Performance

6/8 v 6/8 Performance

Figure 11. Task performance on 1v1 versus 6v6(DC) or 8v8 (Song) before and after lesion. The figure shows the OR esti-
mated over the entire 1v1 day (top row) or the entire day 2 for 6v6 (DC) or 8v8 (Song) before and after lesions and for S1
and S2. Significance of one-tailed one-sample t tests for log2(OR) . 0 shown above plot with isolated stars; significance
one-tailed paired t test for difference in log(OR) between postlesion and prelesion , 0 (decrease in performance) shown
with brackets; ***p, 0.001, **p, 0.01, *p, 0.05, n.s. Note that the paired comparison between S2† and S1 was per-
formed with different stimuli. Differences in performance in the 6v6, 8v8 for S2† versus S1 might also be because of differen-
ces in the difficulty of discriminating stimuli within each of these ensembles.
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rostral NCM. These effects were observed both for the recognition
of vocalizers based on song and based on distance calls. In con-
trast, birds with lesions to the premotor nucleus HVC showed def-
icits in vocal production but performed as well as controls in the
auditory memory recall task during the initial postlesion trials as
well as in their steady-state performance for discrimination of
novel vocal signatures after lesion.

Zebra finches only required a few trials before performing sig-
nificantly above chance level in this auditory memory task. This
rapid learning made it challenging to detect any lesion effect on
previously learned memories, as task performance can quickly
reflect not only recall of previously learned stimuli but also fur-
ther reinforcement of these memories or the learning of new
ones. To address this strong testing effect (Roediger and Butler,
2011), we rigorously quantified learning curves as a function of
uninterrupted trials, the only trials that provided feedback to the
birds regarding reward contingency. This approach allowed us to
separate potential effects of our lesions on relearning from
the effects on recall, which could only be detected at the
very beginning of the testing sessions. After bilateral NCM
lesions, there is a remarkable behavioral contrast between

the apparent degradation of previously learned
discriminations and preservation of learning
and relearning abilities (Figs. 3, 4, 5).

NCM is a large brain region without well-
defined boundaries, and it is therefore very diffi-
cult to lesion the entire nucleus. Our injections,
although large and bilateral, resulted in lesions of
variable sizes (Fig. 6). It is therefore possible that
areas in NCM that remained intact provide the
neural circuits needed for the formation of novel
memories. We also found that although the learn-
ing curves for novel vocal signatures following
lesion are almost identical to those found before
the lesion, the ultimate steady-state performance
for the tasks with high memory load (8v8 songs
and 6v6 DC) was affected. We also found that
both the recall of prior memories and the ability
for relearning were correlated with the size and
location of the lesions; the birds with large lesions
in the rostral region of NCM had the poorest per-
formance. These results suggest that NCM (par-
ticularly rostral NCM) plays an important role for
storing memories; its destruction prevents recall
of previously learned memories and affects the
ultimate performance reached for novel associa-
tions in this complex auditory memory task.
Alternatively, lesions to NCM could have affected
auditory perception making the discrimination
task more difficult. Although we can’t rule out
this possibility, the fact that early recall can be
abolished, whereas relearning and novel learning
can still occur, suggests than NCM lesions have a
stronger effect on the memory trace than on audi-
tory discrimination. We also found that the per-
formance for tasks with smaller memory load
were less affected (Fig. 11), further suggesting
that putative auditory discrimination effects alone
could not fully explain these results.

The preserved ability for relearning and novel
learning in NCM lesioned birds could also be medi-
ated by other auditory pallial areas. The two major
avian secondary auditory areas NCM and CM are
interconnected (Vates et al., 1996), and neurophys-

iological recordings performed after auditory discrimination
tasks have shown neural correlates of auditory memories in CM
(Gentner and Margoliash, 2003; Jeanne et al., 2011). It is also
known that the primary auditory areas that are presynaptic to
CM and NCM can generate invariant responses to different ren-
ditions of conspecific vocalizations (Meliza and Margoliash,
2012). Finally, one could postulate that yet higher-level pallial
areas, such as NCL, which is thought to contain more abstract
representations for goal-directed action (Rinnert and Nieder,
2021) and neural correlates of working memory (Rinnert et al.,
2019), could also be involved in the memory functions required
for this go/no-go task. The formation and storage of auditory
memories and their recall almost certainly involves a distributed
network in the avian pallium.

Within this distributed network, NCM appears to play a cen-
tral role for storing auditory memories. We have provided direct
evidence for this role, complementing multiple prior studies that
described various neural correlates of plasticity and memory for
song in NCM. It has been well described that NCM is a site of
strong expression of immediate early genes implicated in

Figure 12. Validation of song degradation following HVC lesion. We validated HVC lesions by comparing
songs performed before and after the experiment. A, B, Of the five males in the HVC lesioned group, three
males did not sing postlesion. These figures show spectrograms of song motifs produced by the two males that
sang postlesion, both prelesion (left) and postlesion (right). Nissl-stained histology of HVC lesion for A shown in
Figure 1D. C, Spectrograms of songs produced before (left) and after (right) lesions in a male assigned to the
Control group. Bilateral injections of ibotenic acid were made to HVC coordinates (Extended Data Table 1-1), but
histology showed that the lesion was ultimately off target, and song production postlesion was not noticeably
affected.
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plasticity and that this expression can be simply triggered by
song exposure (Mello et al., 1992; Mello and Clayton, 1994).
Repeated presentations of the same song result in stimulus-
specific adaptation in the neurophysiological recordings, and
this adaptation requires protein synthesis (Chew et al., 1995;
Mello et al., 1995). NCM has also been implicated in multiple
studies in the storage of the tutor song memory that young
male birds must form in the context of song learning (London
and Clayton, 2008; Gobes et al., 2010; Yanagihara and Yazaki-
Sugiyama, 2016; Katic et al., 2022). Our study shows that
NCM is involved in storing auditory memories of songs and
calls of other conspecifics not for the purpose of imitating
these sounds but instead for recognizing the vocalizer. Thus,
we suggest that NCM acts as a general purpose high-level auditory
region specialized for the recognition and memorization of com-
plex sounds including the vocalizations of conspecifics that are
behaviorally relevant.

However, the exact role of NCM in the formation and recall
of auditory memories is yet unclear, and many questions remain.
For example, one set of loss-of-function studies in NCM target-
ing the song imitation behavior has produced mixed results; dur-
ing song learning, lesions to NCM in juvenile birds do not
appear to inhibit song learning, although those lesions might not
have been complete (Canopoli et al., 2016, 2017). It should also
be noted that strong causal evidence for putative memory traces
of the tutor song have been described in many other brain
regions including the Interfacial (Nif), Avalanche (Av) and HVC
song nuclei in the pallium (Roberts et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019)
and midbrain dopaminergic centers (Tanaka et al., 2018). Thus,
although NCM might play a role in storing the template for the
song imitation behavior, just as we postulate a distributed net-
work for storing and recalling the auditory memories required
for vocalizer recognition, the storing of the tutor song template
has been shown previously to be dependent on multiple brain
regions including areas in the avian song system, basal ganglia,
and ventral tegmental area (for review, see Sakata and Yazaki-
Sugiyama, 2020).

Multiple studies have also begun to examine the neuromodula-
tory mechanisms, and in particular the role of estrogen, for facili-
tating neural plasticity in NCM and consequently song learning.
For example, suppression of aromatase activity in NCM has been
shown to inhibit auditory association learning but not to affect
recall of previously learned stimuli (Macedo-Lima and Remage-
Healey, 2020). Surprisingly, unilateral estrogen synthesis blockade
did not affect the quality of learned songs but instead led to
enhanced neural responses to tutor song in NCM and HVC
(Vahaba et al., 2020). A particularly interesting target for future
manipulations is the dopaminergic innervations of NCM, which
have been shown to have effects on learning of auditory stimuli and
preference to songs (Chen et al., 2016; Barr et al., 2021; Macedo-
Lima et al., 2021). Identifying and manipulating a reward signal
projecting to NCM, if it exists, could help to disambiguate between
memory for individual recognition andmemory for reward associa-
tions. Such a study would benefit from acute, reversible manipula-
tions as opposed to the chronic, irreversible lesions performed in
the current study.

We found that lesions in rostral NCM were particularly
deleterious to auditory memory performance or auditory dis-
crimination. Rostral NCM is the principal recipient of the
output projections originating from the primary auditory
pallial region, L2a, to NCM (Vates et al., 1996). In seasonal
birds, the conspecific song selectivity, which is estrogen depend-
ent, has also been shown to be restricted to rostral NCM (Sanford

et al., 2010). In our prior neurophysiological experiments, we had
also shown that the more ventral regions of NCM have selective
and invariant responses to song in the sense that they are robust
in the presence of noise (Moore et al., 2013). The same region
contains auditory neurons that have high information about the
individual signature found in distance calls even when these are
degraded as a result of natural propagation (Mouterde et al.,
2017). A reexamination of those data show a fair amount of
anatomic overlap with the rostral quadrant shown here to be
so critical for the learned discrimination of vocalizer identifi-
cation. Additional neurophysiological experiments targeted
to this region are needed to further understand the nature of
the auditory information represented in the neural responses
and how it is affected by learning.

The memory task used in this experiment was designed to
be naturalistic, based on the natural vocal behavior of the ze-
bra finch as a gregarious species living in relatively large groups
(Zann, 1996) and with multiple social behaviors requiring indi-
vidual recognition (for review, see Elie and Theunissen, 2020).
Our aim was to interrogate the role of NCM in auditory memory
while this natural skill is being used by using a large number of
renditions of songs and calls for each vocalizer. Despite these
efforts to maximize the behavioral relevance of the categories of
sounds being discriminated, the operant conditioning testing
remains an artificial setting, and it is known that intensive train-
ing on sound stimuli using playbacks may influence perception,
the underlying neural code, and even use different neural path-
ways (Bennur et al., 2013). Birds in our task were isolated during
the sessions, whereas live social interaction has been shown to
influence the quality of song learning in birds (Eales, 1989; Chen
et al., 2016; Yanagihara and Yazaki-Sugiyama, 2019), and social
reinforcement in the form of video playback of other birds can
be sufficient motivation for learning in an operant task (Macedo-
Lima and Remage-Healey, 2020). Thus, we must consider the pos-
sibility that individual vocal recognition in natural settings with
social consequences may engage different pathways and areas of the
brain than those tested in our experiment. Additional experiments
that test the natural responses of these birds to known individuals
may further illuminate the role of NCM and other auditory regions
for auditory memory.

Unlike with NCM, we found little to no effect of HVC lesions
on auditory memory in this recognition task. HVC is the critical
interface between the auditory and song systems (Margoliash,
1997; Roberts and Mooney, 2013) and gates the auditory informa-
tion needed to give rise to song-selective neurons found through-
out the vocal production pathway and the anterior forebrain
pathway for song learning (Vicario and Yohay, 1993; Roberts and
Mooney, 2013). HVC lesions are used in the current experiment
serve as a proxy to test the necessity of the vocal motor pathways
on auditory memory for individual vocal recognition; we found
no effect of HVC lesion during initial trials after lesion—
which was indistinguishable from the normal behavioral
response to learned vocal signatures in healthy subjects—
nor in the overall task performance over entire sessions.
Our HVC lesions did, however, result in serious deficits in
song production as expected. Thus, we believe that a motor
representation of conspecific communication sounds is not
necessary for the basic perceptual, memory, and recogni-
tion functions required to succeed in this vocalizer recogni-
tion task. Previous studies had shown that HVC lesions can
alter courtship behavior and mate preference in females
(Brenowitz, 1991; Del Negro et al., 1998; Perkes et al., 2019)
and the association between a song and a referent in males
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(Gentner et al., 2000) but not the discrimination of song;
similarly, our results suggest that HVC is not needed for the per-
ceptual identification of the song of conspecifics. However, the
song of the mate was not tested directly in our study. Thus, it is
possible that HVC (and the song system) plays a role in modulat-
ing the specific mate-related behavioral responses once the per-
ceptual recognition is achieved.

The auditory memory function in zebra finches in terms of its
capacity and speed is remarkable and reminiscent of the fast
learning ability shown in humans for auditory-based word learn-
ing (Markson and Bloom, 1997). Social birds that rely on vocal
communication for creating and preserving social bonds might
therefore share similar auditory capacities to those of vocal social
primates, including humans. In both birds and primates, it is
interesting to note that memory for behaviorally relevant sounds
appears to depend on sensory cortical areas (Weinberger, 2004)
and not necessarily traditional memory regions such as the hip-
pocampus (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Fritz et al., 2005). More
specifically, the neural regions in primates that have been impli-
cated in the recognition of individual vocal signatures, the voice
regions, might be in a secondary auditory region found in the
temporal lobe (Perrodin et al., 2011). This secondary auditory
cortical region is analogous both anatomically and genomically
to the avian secondary pallial regions NCM or CM (Jarvis et al.,
2013). Thus, unraveling the neural circuits and neural mecha-
nisms that underlie the formation and recall of these fast memo-
ries in social songbirds will provide unique insights into the
function of high-level auditory areas for vocal communication
requiring the recognition of learned auditory categories.
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